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A E R O D Y N A M I C DESIGN AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
FOB SUPERSONIC A I R C R A F T
PART 2 - USER 'S M A N U A L
W. D. Middleton, J. L. Lundry, and R. G. Coleman
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
1 .0 S U M M A R Y
An integrated system of computer programs has been developed for
the design and analysis of supersonic configurations.
The system consists of an executive driver and seven basic
computer programs including a plot module, which are used to build
up the force coefficients of a selected configuration.
Documentation of the system has been broken into 3 parts:
Part 1 - General Description and Theoretical Development
Part 2 - User's Manual
Part 3 - Computer Program Description
This part, the user's manual, contains a description of the
system, an explanation of its usage, the input definition, and
example output.
Interactive graphics for use with the system are optional,
employing the NASA-LRC CRT display and associated software. A
description of the interactive graphics portion of the system is
given in Appendix A.
The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for a SCOPE 3.0 or
KRONOS 2.0 operating system and library file. It is designed for
the CDC 6000 series of computers and executes in OVERLAY mode.
The system reguires approximately HOOOOg (octal) central memory
words and uses seven peripheral disc files in addition to the
input and output files.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
A series of individual computer programs for design or analysis of
supersonic configurations has been linked together into a single
system. The system, because of built-in communication between the
programs, is substantially simpler to input and use than the
individual programs operating in a stand-alone mode. In addition,
a common geometry format, based on the NASA-LRC configuration
plotting program, has been adopted to standardize the input
reguirements of the basic programs.
Interactive graphics have been included in the system, to display
or edit input and to permit monitoring and read-out of program
results. The graphics arrangement is tailored specifically to the
NASA-LRC CDC 250 cathode ray tube and associated software.
However, all graphics applications have been subroutined to the
main programs and could be easily converted to a different
graphics set-up.
Page intentionally left blank 
3.0 DISCUSSION
A schematic of the design and analysis system is shown in figure
3.0-1. The system consists of an executive "driver" and seven
basic computer programs including a plot program and a geometry
input module, which are used to build up the force coefficients of
a selected configuration as shown in figure 3.0-2. The system may
be used with or without interactive graphics.
The complete design and analysis system is a single overlaid
computer program, with the executive driver as the main overlay
and the basic programs as primary overlays. The basic programs
manipulate input (geometry module), draw a picture of the
configuration (plot module), or perform design or analysis
calculations.
Aerodynamic force coefficients for a selected configuration are
built up through superposition. The individual modules of the
system provide data for the force coefficient build-up as follows:
• Skin friction is computed using flat plate turbulent
theory.
• Wave drag is calculated from either near-field (surface
pressure integration) or far-field (supersonic area
rule) methods. The near-field method is used primarily
as an analysis tool, where detailed pressure
distributions are of interest. The far-field method is
used for wave drag coefficient . calculations and for
fuselage optimization according to area rule concepts.
• Drag-due-to-lift is computed from the lift analysis
program, which breaks arbitrary wing/fuselage/canard/
nacelles/horizontal tail configurations into a mosaic
of "Mach-box" rectilinear elements which are employed
in linear theory solutions. A complementary wing design
and optimization program, also using the Mach-box
approach, solves for the wing shape required to support
an optimized pressure distribution at a specified flight
condition.
3.1 System Communications
Communication between the executive and the different basic
modules is performed by disc files and limited common block
storage.
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All input to the basic modules is handled through the
common geometry module and its associated interfaces.
& fundamental consideration in the setup of the system
has been that input to the basic modules would not be
changed by their incorporation into the overall system.
However, to minimize . and simplify system input
requirements, a special geometry module has been created
to read all input, and then sort and structure the input
needs of the basic programs.
2) Program Sequencing
Program execution is ordered by means of special
identification cards, read in the executive, which
initiate a specific operation; for instance:
GE0M
This card instructs the executive to have the
geometry module read configuration geometry.
PL0T
This card orders a plot of the configuration to
be drawn, according to size and view requirements
which will be supplied.
SKFF
Compute skin friction for the configuration.
Other similar cards control the other basic modules. The
configuration that is to be plotted, or analyzed, need not be the
complete configuration that has been input. Also, the geometry
definition may be updated without complete replacement of the
geometry input.
A summary of the executive control cards is given in Section 4.
For each basic program, there are some inputs that are not
geometry. (e.g., Mach number, number of longitudinal cuts in
analysis, etc.) These inputs are given immediately after the
program calling card and are read in the proper interface routine
in the geometry module.
3) Program Answers
A limited amount of common storage between the different
programs is used to preserve answers and transfer data
between modules. The lift analysis module is the
largest single program in the system. Therefore, some
common blocks used in the lift analysis program are
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carried also in the executive level without increasing
total system size. These data blocks include:
• Wing camber surface definition
• Ming thickness pressures
• Fuselage upwash bouyancy pressures
• Nacelle pressure field
• Asymmetric fuselage buoyancy field
(non mid-wing configurations)
Another data block transfers the optimized fuselage area
distribution, based on wave drag considerations, to the
geometry module for updating,
3.2 Geometry Module
The function of the geometry module is to read system geometry
input, update it if reguired, and arrange it as needed for the
individual programs of the system. A schematic of the geometry
module is shown in figure 3.2-1.
The geometry module is accessed by the executive control cards
GE(*M NEW (input new configuration) or GEOM (addition or
replacement of components). The geometry module is also called to
update the fuselage or wing camber surface definitions if the
executive cards FSUP or HGUP are read.
In addition, the geometry module is called by the executive as an
intermediate step in the execution of any of the basic programs.
This requires the proper interface routine to be entered, the
system geometry to be put into the correct form for the program to
be executed, and any special (non-geometric) data required to be
read. This is all stacked in the proper order, whereupon the
executive then calls the basic program.
In order to minimize core storage requirements of the input data,
both the basic system geometry and the transferred input (from the
geometry module to another program) are stored on tape (or disk).
The basic system geometry is preserved on a tape when the geometry
module is not in core, and the input "stack" for a given program
is written on a tape to be read by the programs when called by the
executive. The input tape created by the geometry module thus
merely replaces the usual input tape written from cards.
The format of the system geometry input is the same as that of the
NASA-LRC plot program (reference 2). Some optional geometry has
been added, however. This includes provisions for fuselage
perimeters to be input (if needed by the skin friction program),
and provisions for wing camber surface input at planform spanwise
stations other than those specified for the system geometry. This
































































































































































































































































































































































































































normally generated or used by the wing design and analysis
programs. Also, nacelles may be located either in the 2
coordinate system of the basic geometry, or relative to the local
wing surface, whichever is more convenient.
3.3 Plot
The plot module generates the necessary instructions for drawings
of the input configuration, either in hard-copy form (Cal Comp) or
on the cathode ray tube. Various view options are available. The
view option and drawing size are controlled by program inputs.
The plot program was developed at NASA-LBC and has been
incorporated into the system with minimum change. Documentation
of the program is presented in reference 2.
A typical configuration drawing generated by the plot program is
shown in figure 3.3-1.
3.4 Skin Friction
Skin friction drag for a configuration is computed by separating
the airplane into its components, then calculating wetted area and
the corresponding turbulent skin friction drag for each component.
The wing, tail and/or canard (components which may have large
variations in chord length) are strip-integrated to obtain an
accurate average skin friction coefficient. Skin friction
coefficients are computed from the method of reference 1.
Flight conditions for skin friction calculations may be input
either as Mach number/altitude, or Reynolds number per foot and
total temperature. If the user wishes to input wetted areas for
the different components, rather than have the program generate
the wetted areas from the system geometry, several special input
options ara provided.
A schematic of the skin friction program is shown in figure 3.4-1.
3.5 Far-Field Wave Drag Program
This program computes the zero-lift wave drag of an arbitrary
configuration by means of the supersonic area rule. The program
was originally developed at the Boeing Company, and has been
documented (reference 3) and updated by NASA-LRC. The version of
the program used in the design and analysis system is that of LRC.
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The far-field wave drag program is extremely versatile, and
includes a fuselage area optimization feature which is very
useful. The fuselage optimization is accomplished by requiring
the program to optimize the overall area distribution of wing-
nacelles-tail, etc., subject to a few fuselage area control points
or "restraints". The program then "fills-in" the non-restrained
fuselage area distribution in an optimum fashion for minimum wave
drag.
In the design and analysis system, a fuselage area distribution
may be optimized by initially defining it in the basic geometry,
optimizing the definition in the far-field wave drag program, and
then transferring the optimized definition to the geometry module
for use in further design or analysis cycles. The actual transfer
of the optimized fuselage geometry is performed by use of the
executive card FSOP, as described in Section U.
3.6 Near-Field Wave Drag
The near-field wave drag program computes zero-lift thickness
pressure distributions for an arbitrary wing-body-nacelle
configuration. The pressure distributions are integrated over the
cross-sectional areas of the configuration to obtain the resultant
drag force. This force may or may not correspond directly to the
drag computed by the far-field method, depending upon the degree
of "transparency" specified for the near-field pressure
integrations.
By transparency is meant the assumption of the far-field method
that pressure fields from all components "pass through" and
interact with all other components, regardless of possible
physical barriers imposed by in-between components.
Typical pressure data from the near-field program is presented in
figure 3.6-1. A wave drag coefficient summary from the program is
shown in figure 3.6-2.
The near-field program has three principal uses:
1) As an analysis tool for studying the zero-lift drag
forces associated with the interacting pressure fields
of different configuration components. In this respect,
tha near-field program has an advantage over the far-
field wave drag method in that there need be no
assumption of transparency.
2) As a source of loads data for structural design and
analysis.
3) As a source of thickness pressure fields for use in the
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analysis programs. (This option is described in section
3.7, but basically requires that the total surface
pressure coefficient on the wing, i.e., thickness*lift,
cannot be less than some specified fraction of vacuum
pressure coefficient.)
If the wing thickness pressures are to be used by the
wing design or lift analysis programs in pressure
limiting options, then the near-field program roust first
be run. 'During program execution, the thickness
pressures are loaded into a system common block and are
then available where needed.
Nacelle .pressure _field_O£tions . - The near-field program allows
for up to 3 pairs of nacelles located external to the wing-
fuselage (or 2 pairs plus a single nacelle at Y=0). The nacelles
may be either above or below the wing (or both) .
The nacelle pressure field is the pressure field imposed on the
surface of the- wing by the nacelles. A feature "of the near-field
program is the choice of "wrap" or "glance" solutions for the
nacelle pressure field, as shown in figure 3.6-3. (The far-field
wave drag program uses essentially the "wrap" solution).
available experimental data do not make it clear whether a "wrap"
or "glance" solution is more correct. Since the nacelle-on-wing
interference term is substantial, both solutions are available in
the program (controlled by an input code).
3.7 Wing Design and Lift Analysis
The wing design and lift analysis programs are separate lifting
surface methods which solve the direct or inverse problem of:
• Design - to define the wing camber surface shape
required to produce a selected lifting pressure
distribution. The wing design program includes methods
for defining an optimum pressure distribution.
• Lift analysis - to define the lifting pressure
distribution acting on a given wing camber surface
shape, and calculate the associated force coefficients.
The lift analysis program contains solutions for the effect of
fuselage, nacelles, canard and/or horizontal tail, and wing
trailing edge flaps or incremental wing twist. Using
superposition, the program solves for drag-due-to-lift, lift curve
slope, and pitching moment characteristics of a given















































































































































































































































The wing design program is more limited in scope, since it is used
to solve for the wing shape required to support a design pressure
distribution at a specified flight condition. The program also
contains, however, a number of optional features for identifying
the design pressure distribution. This is a demanding solution,
because it requires that:
• Drag-due-to-lift of the wing be minimized at a given
total lift, subject to an optional pitching moment
constraint.
• Constraints be applied to the design pressure
distribution to provide physical realism.
• Effects of fuselage upwash, nacelle pressure field,
etc., be reflected in the design solution.
Wing Design and Optimization
Given a wing planform and flight condition, the wing design
program solves for an optimum (least drag) pressure distribution
and the corresponding wing shape, subject to specified constraints
on total lift, pitching moment and/or allowable pressure
coefficients.
Basically, the method of the wing design program is that of
references U and 5. For use in the integrated design and analysis
system, however, the program has been substantially expanded to
provide the following capability:
• Use of any combination (or all) of ten basic lifting
pressure loadings, in an optimum fashion.
• Optional imposition of pressure constraints on the wing
upper surface, to prevent occurrence of unrealistically
low pressure coefficients.
• Optional consideration of three configuration-dependent
loadings (fuselage upwash and buoyancy, and nacelle
pressure field).
• Optional consideration of three wing camber-induced
loadings which are proportional to the three
configuration-dependent loadings. This introduces
camber-related terms to modulate the configuration
related loadings (Example: trailing edge reflex for
nacelle buoyancy loading).
• Optional identification of a small planform region
(e.g., trailing edge flap) for special incremental
loading.
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The presentation of the wing design results, for selection of an
optimum pressure distribution, is in the form of drag-due-to-lift
versus zero-lift pitching moment (C ) . A typical presentation
is shown in figure 3.7-1, illustrating the effect of increasing
the number of design loadings and adding the nacelle-buoyancy
loading. Selecting a drag-due-to-lift, c and cmo combination for
the wing defines a corresponding pressure distribution which may
then be used to generate the associated wing camber surface shape.
Pressure_constraints. - The use of a large number of basic wing
loadings permits great flexibility in identifying a theoretically
optimum lifting pressure distribution. Such an optimum may be
physically unrealistic, however. Linear theory contains no
limitations on allowable surface pressures, and "optimum" pressure
distributions may well involve upper surface pressure coefficients
lower than vacuum cp . To avoid this possibility, a pressure
constraint formulation has been added to the solution. This
functions by limiting the total upper surface wing pressure
coefficient to be egual to or greater than an input c .
By superposition, the total upper surface pressure coefficient is
the sum of wing thickness pressure (from the near- field wave drag
program, as noted in Section 3.6), fuselage pressure field, and
the upper surface lifting pressure.
The effect of constraining the allowable design pressure
distribution to a limit of .7 vacuum is illustrated in figure 3.7-
2. For a given planform and set of loadings, the program cycles
to find an optimum pressure distribution subject to the pressure
limit (with cmo constraint optional). First, an optimum loading
combination is found, then the corresponding peak pressure is
located. If it violates the pressure limit, a new optimum loading
combination is found with a pressure constraint applied at the
location of the peak pressure.
This operation is repeated until the wing pressure distribution
everywhere satisfies the pressure, limit. In the example case
shown in figure 3.7-2, the sequence of peak pressure locations is
shown, together with the effect of the final constrained solution
on drag-due-to-lift.
initions. ~ A tabulation of the pressure loadings
available within the design program is given in Table I on page 23J
The configuration dependent loadings may be used both as an
independent effect and also as a definition of a loading which may
be varied (by wing camber) in the optimization process.
• As an independent effect, the configuration-dependent
loading acts upon the wing in the optimization process,
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FIGURE 3.7-2.-EFFECT OF PRESSURE CONSTRAINTS ON WING DESIGN
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TABLE I




2. Proportional to x, the distance from the leading edge
3. Proportional to y, the distance from the wing centerline
o
4. Proportional to y
o
5. Proportional to x
6. Proportional to x(c - x), where c is local chord
o
7. Proportional to x (1.5 c -x)
8. Proportional to 2 (1 + 15 -£)~0-5
9. Proportional to (c -x)0-5
10. Elliptical spanwise, proportional to
11. Proportional to x, the distance from the leading edge of an
arbitrarily defined region
12 A camber-induced loading proportional to the body bouyancy
loading
13. A camber-induced loading proportional to the body upwash loading
14. A camber-induced loading proportional to the nacelle buoyancy
loading
15. The body bouyancy loading
16. The body upwash loading
17. The nacelle buoyancy loading
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• As a loading definition (12-14), a configuration-
dependent loading may be introduced in addition to its
independent effect. The optimization then could cancel
the lift of the independent effect with this loading, if
that were the optimum solution.
A configuration-dependent loading may not be used as the sourco of
a variable loading without also using it as an independent
loading.
Use_of_cgnfi2uration-de£endent_loadinas. - In designing a wing in
the presence of the"nacelle pressure field, the design solution
includes both the effect of the nacelles on wing lift and drag,
and also the effect of the wing lift on nacelle drag. An example
of the inclusion of the nacelle influence on the wing design
solution is shown in figure 3.7-3. The wing trailing edge is bent
upward, or "reflexed", to take advantage of positive pressure
coefficients from the nacelle pressure field.
The loadings due to the fuselage include both lift caused by
upwash from fuselage incidence, and also lift due to asymmetric
distribution of fuselage volume above and below the wing (if any).
As a special case, the asymmetric fuselage buoyancy loading
(number 15) , can be used even if its net lift is zero; this
feature permits the inclusion of fuselage thickness pressures in
the pressure limiting case for any wing-fuselage arrangement.
However, if the fuselage buoyancy lift is zero, the use of the
wing camber loading proportional to the fuselage buoyancy loading
(number 12) cannot be used, since it would cause the optimization
solution to fail.
Optimization of the wing design considering influence of the
fuselage upwash field is performed iteratively, using both the
wing design and lift analysis modules. A fuselage shape and
incidence is first assumed, the corresponding upwash field is
calculated by the analysis program, and the design solution is
performed. The resulting camber surface is incorrect in the
inboard region (the part covered by the fuselage), both because of
the usual linear theory root difficulties and because the design
solution does not include the wing-on-fuselage term in the
optimization. The camber surface may, however, be cut off at the
side of the fuselage and run in the analysis program to obtain a
complete solution including the fuselage at all lift coefficients.
The fuselage incidence may then be varied and the cycle repeated.
The sequence of events and the corresponding executive control
cards (see Section U) is as follows:
Event Ixecutive_Card
Define fuselage GE0M
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FIGURE3.7-3.-EFFECT OF ADDING NACELLES TO WING DESIGN SOLUTION
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Hing design solution HDEE
Analyze configuration ANL2 (TIF2C=3.0)
Redefine fuselage GE0M
Etc.
When the wing camber surface is finalized, it may be transferred
into the basic geometry by the executive control card WGUP. (With
the interactive graphics attached, the design wing shape may also
be viewed and edited between design and analysis programs).
Sma_ll__j3lanf orm __ Eeg,ion_o_Etion . - Since there may be small regions
of the wing (such as a trailing edge flap) that could be
relatively highly loaded to good advantage, a program option
allows the definition of such a region and a corresponding loading
(no. 1 1 in Table I) .
An example of the use of the planform region option is shown in
figure 3.7-U. Inclusion of the region and loading 11 results in
a small improvement in drag-due-to-lift, especially as c is
increased. mo
A condition imposed upon the planform region option is that the
region cannot be re-entrant in the spanwise direction, relative to
the forward end. The region is input starting at the most inboard
span station (which will be at the wing trailing edge) , and
successive span stations must increase monotonically.
Loading 11 and the small planform region are only used in
combination with each other.
iQ.£lit_con side rat ions . - The wing design program principally
requires the specification of a set of loadings, a design point,
and the definition of four basic control parameters. The control
parameters (on card 7 of the design program input) govern the type
and extent of the solution.
The design point solution may be obtained with constraints on:
• CL only
L ™c and upper surface pressure
c , c , and upper surface pressure
L mo
The four types of solutions are not completely independent. If
the CL and upper surface pressure solution is requested, then the
program must first generate the CL only solution. Similarly, if
the c , c , and upper surface pressure solution is requested,
then the^program must first generate the CL and c solution.
Thus, if the upper surface pressure constraint condition is
requested, the program performs the corresponding no pressure
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FIGURE 3.7-4.-PLANFORM REGION OPTION
It is not necessary to calculate the camber surface shape
corresponding to a specific design point (lift coefficient,
pitching moment coefficient, constraint condition) in order to
obtain the drag-due-to-lift versus c plot. Also, if the design
camber surface is reguested, it may be only printed out, or ma.y be
also punched into cards (for later input into the lift analysis
program) .
Loading. selection. - Experience with the wing design program has
shown that the principal loadings of interest in a typical design
case are the uniform, linear spanwise, linear chordwise, and
guadratic spanwise loadings, plus also the configuration dependent
loadings due to fuselage and nacelles (if applicable) . The
remaining loadings in Table 1 are of diminishing importance in
obtaining an optimized solution, although useful if pressure-
limiting is reguested, or if a substantial c is to be provided
by wing camber and twist.
Evaluation of the resulting wing design by the lift analysis
program is reguired to obtain the associated configuration force
coefficients. This is necessary because the root region of the
wing (within the fuselage cross-section) is incorrectly loaded by
the design program, and because the wing design program does not
consider the drag of the fuselage in isolation or the effect of
the wing on the fuselage. In addition, the wi.ng design program
normally calculates a camber surface shape which includes "kinks"
aft of leading edge breaks (e.g., wing apex) which must be lofted
out. The lift analysis program is then used to evaluate the
resultant wing shape.
Eestart_ogtion. - A "restart" option has been provided in the
program to minimize computer time on runs involving the same
planform and Mach number. (i.e., different design points in terms
of CL' Cmo' or pressure constraints) . The restart option works
as follows: For a given wing planform, Mach number, and set of
loadings, most of the computer time is used in calculating the
force coefficients and interference coefficients associated with
all the component loadings. The calculations involving the
solution of an optimum combination of loadings, with or without
constraints, are relatively guick (a few seconds). However, it may
be desirable to look at a number of different optimization or
constraint solutions. Therefore, on successive cases involving
the same basic loadings, it is possible to bypass the component
loadings solution and go directly to the optimization routines.
This is done by setting RESTART= -1. in the program input for
cases 2 and on.
If the program cases are to be input at a later time, the
component loadings data may be punched into cards and read back in
to the computer through use of RESTART= 2. The RESTART=2. data
deck includes, as well, the definition of any configuration-
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dependent loadings that were present in the wing design program at
the time the data deck was punched.
RESTART=3.0 is a special provision in which the restart data is
read onto, a tape, which may later he reread in the wing design
program. This feature is useful in cases where the lift analysis
program may be run between successive wing designs. (RESTART=3.0
actually functions the same as RESTART= -1., but RESTART^ -1. can
only be used on successive wing design cases without exiting the
wing design program).
The restart option also will work in the case of a decreased
number of loadings. E.g., if a maximum (17) loading case were
run, then .the force and interferer.ee loading terms for certain
lesser combinations of loadings are available. Successive cases
could then be run with different loading combinations to check the
design sensitivity to certain loadings, without repeating the
basic loadings calculations. The combinations that can be run are
only those for a lesser number of loadings and for which the
loading numbering order is preserved. However, this latter
condition is not as restrictive as it perhaps sounds, since the
loadings in Table I can be numbered in arbitrary order in the
original input by using card set 10 in the design module input
data.
?l&Q.f°.rm_cgnsiderations and spanwise integration. - The wing
design program is a direct type solution, i.e., a wing shape is
calculated from a known pressure distribution. It is not
necessary to calculate the wing shape at all spanwise stations in
the grid system used to represent the wing; only a representative
set of spanwise stations is used. The lift, drag and pitching
moment coefficients are then computed from a spanwise integration
of the characteristics obtained at the selected spanwise stations.
In the program input, the camber surface calculations are
performed at 11 stations (every 10 percent semi-span) unless
otherwise specified. If the planform is irregular, particularly
along the leading edge, additional spanwise stations in the
vicinity of these irregularities should be input to improve the
solution accuracy. (This is done through inputs TJBYMX and TJBYS,
as described in Section U.)
In addition, it has been found that the wing root singularity and
the corresponding root camber line can often be moderated by
substituting a parabolic apex for the sharp apex common to
supersonic wing planforms. This will be performed automatically
in the program if the input YSN00T is not zero. The program then
fits a parabola tangent to the wing leading edge at YSN00T, with
symmetry about Y=0.
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Because the computed camber surface slopes tend to exhibit some
irreqularity near the leading edge (due to the sawtooth nature of
the grid system) , a smoothing option is provided in the program.
This is activated by the code SM00TH in the program input. The
smoothing technique involves averaging the computed surface slopes
of each grid element with the slopes of adjacent elements, which
suppresses any erratic slopes of individual elements.
Lift Analysis
Given a wing planforra, camber shape, and Mach number, the lift
analysis program solves for the lifting pressure distribution and
force coefficients for a range of angles of attack. As options,
the program will also include the effects of:
• Fuselage (nominally circular in cross-section, arbitrary
camber and incidence)
• Nacelles
• Canard and/or horizontal tail
• Wing trailing edge flaps and/or incremental wing twist
E.liselag.e_sglutions. - Fuselage effects are obtained by calculating
the isolated fuselage upwash field, then calculating the wing
solution in the presence of the fuselage upwash field, then
calculating the fuselage forces in the wing flow field, and
.combining the solutions by superposition.
The fuselage upwash field is calculated from slender body theory.
The input area distribution of the fuselage is considered to be
circular in cross-section. If a digitized fuselage cross-section
is input into the basic geometry, the area and centroid of each
section is computed and used to define the area and meanline
distribution for the analysis program..
The lift analysis program contains a wing-fuselage intersection
option. This feature tracks each wing percent chord line out
through the side of the fuselage (again considered circular in
cross-section), and breaks the wing solution into the proper
exposed and carry-over type lifting pressure calculations.
Alternatively, the side-of-fuselage span station may be input
either as a constant or as a table of values to override the wing-
fuselage intersection option.
The local fuselage upwash angle is strongly affected by span
station and wing height on the side of the fuselage. The side-of-
fuselage span station must be carefully input to avoid exposing
any wing area to the upwash field that is actually inside the
fuselage.
The lift analysis program contains an option to calculate the
buoyancy field due to unequal fuselage area growth above and below
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the wing. This pressure distribution, termed asymmetric fuselage
buoyancy, is calculated by splitting the fuselage area into pieces
above and below the wing and adding the resultant area growth onto
the fuselage forebody area distribution. (The fuselage is again
considered circular, and the side-of-fuselage B value is used to
define the above-wing and below-wing area pieces). The asymmetric
fuselage term is zero, of course, in the case of a mid-wing
arrangement.
The asymmetric buoyancy calculation is requested by input SYMM
(value greater than zero). For a fuselage significantly non-
circular in cross-section, use may be made of two special options
to define the above-wing and below wing area distributions and the
corresponding wing-fuselage intersection:
• SYMM = 2.0 requires input of the above wing and
below-wing areas.
• ANYBOD = -10. allows input of definition of the
wing-fuselage intersection.
Both of these options require input of the data at the same per
cent chords used in the camber surface definition.
Nacelles. - The nacelle calculations are very similar to the
solution used in the near-field wave drag program. The pressure
fields imposed by the nacelles on the wing, and wing-on-nacelles,
are computed and their combined effect on the lifting solution
obtained through superposition. The effect of the nacelles on the
wing drag-due-to-lift can be substantial because of lift
contributed by the nacelle pressure field. Both "wrap" and
"glance" solutions for the nacelle pressure field are available,
as described in Section 3.6.
Canard and horizontal_tail. - Canard and horizontal tail lifting
pressure distributions and force coefficients are calculated as
for the wing case. The program assumes that a canard is located
forward of the wing and a horizontal tail aft of the wing. The
effects of downwash from upstream lifting surfaces (if any) are
included in the solution.
IXE§£iiental_com2§.£i§ons. - Theoretical calculations for a typical
supersonic transport configuration are compared with corresponding
wind tunnel data in figures 3.7-5 and 3.7-6 (wing-fuselage-
nacelles) and figures 3.7-7 and 3.7-8 (incremental effects of
horizontal tail). The theoretical buildup of the zero-lift drag
coefficient is given in figure 3.7-5.
Tha lift analysis program contains an optional pressure limiting
feature for the wing surface pressures which operates somewhat
.different from the one in the design program. In the design case,
































































































































































































1. Lines are calculated values from
lifting surface theory
2. Data points read from wind
tunnel force plots















associated with a pressure limit condition. In the analysis case,
the pressure coefficient limit is imposed, but the local wing
incidence may greatly exceed the value at which a limit is first
encountered.
When the pressure limiting option is used, a set of configuration
angles of attack for the solution must be provided, and the
configuration thickness pressures from the near-field program must
be provided to permit limiting of the total surface pressure. A
solution for a typical wing through an angle of attack series
using the pressure limiting feature is shown in figures 3. 7-9 and
3.7-10. The limiting feature greatly improves the linear theory
representation of the wing pressure distribution as angle of
attack is increased.
Conf iauration-de£endent ___ loadinas. One mode of lift analysis
program usage is to generate configuration-dependent data for the
wing design program. These data are produced as follows:
DATA DESCRIPTION
Nacelle pressure field Pressure field caused Call for nacelles
by nacelles on wing. (AJ3=1.0)
Fuselage upwash field Pressure field induced Calculate fuselage
on wing by fuselage effects on wing
upwash.
Fuselage buoyancy field Pressure field induced SYMM=1.0
on wing by unequal fuse-
lage volume above and be-
low wing.
Upon execution, the program then loads the pressure fields into
the proper system common blocks.
If the fuselage buoyancy field is not requested (i.e., SYMM = 0.),
the program computes the pressure field due to a mid-wing
arrangement. This is done so that a thickness pressure field due
to the fuselage will be available for pressure limiting
calculations, if desired.
In calculating the fuselage upwash or buoyancy fields, it is
important to remember the powerful influence of wing height on the
side of the fuselage. This strongly affects both the local upwash
angles, and the above-and-below wing area distributions.
Calculation of the fuselage upwash field may be done in either of
two ways; the principal condition is that the resultant pressure
field is that due to upwash only. In the computer program, this
is handled by inputting a camber surface having approximately the






































































zeroing the wing sl°opes in the camber surface calculations (by
setting WHDP=1.0). In iterative cycles, the wing camber surface
and fuselage relationship can be refined.
Alternatively, as a crude starting point in the fuselage upwash
calculation, the flat wing option can be used. By setting TIPS
C=2.0, the wing slopes are automatically zeroed and the wing
height relative to the fuselage will be controlled by the fuselage
meanline input and the wing leading edge 2 definition (8LED and 8
FUS in the basic geometry).
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Page intentionally left blank 
4..0 INPUT FOBBAT
Input requirements for the system are given in this section and
consist of:
• Executive control card summary
• Basic geometry definition
• Additional data input for programs of system
The usual input format is 10 field - 7 digit, punched with
decimals to the left in the card fields. Some data (particularly
the control codes in the basic geometry) are input in integer
form, without decimal, to the right in the card field. The
formats are identified in all cases.
To provide design or analysis flexibility, there are numerous
program options that are controlled by input codes. Where there
is a "normal" way of handling the option, the code is defaulted to
zero (i.e., if the field contains a zero or is blank, the "normal"
solution will be calculated).
**NOTE**
The interface tape writes input to the program in F10.4 format, so
that only four places to the right of the decimal point get
transferred from the interface to the programs, regardless of the
.number of places originally input on cards.
4.1 Executive Control Card Summary
Configuration input and program execution are ordered by means of
control cards read at the executive level.
The control cards consist of a few alphanumeric characters
starting in column 1.
Geometry ingut. - The configuration geometry is read and
manipulated in the geometry module. Geometry may be input as all-
new, or as a replacement or addition to existing geometry. The
control cards for geometry input are:
GE0M NEW All-new configuration description follows,
and any previous geometry is purged.
(Leave one column space between GE0M and
NEW) .
GE0M Input geometry is added to (or replaces)
existing description.
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S§P.15iE.y._up_date. - The basic geometry description contained in the
geometry module may be updated using data contained in Or 0 level
common blocks. This applies to a new fuselage definition (i.e.,
optimized fuselage from the far-field wave drag program) or a new
wing camber surface definition. The control cards are:
FSUP Fuselage will be updated to definition
contained in /0PBPD/. The /0PB0D/
definition is created each time the far-
field wave drag program executes the
optimum-fuselage-with-restraints case.
If the fuselage update is reguested, a second card, telling how to
perform the update, is reguired. Punch (starting in column 1) the
following code:
-1. Fuselage is to be redefined at same x stations as
previous definition.
1. Fuselage is to be defined at 50 equally spaced stations.
HGUP Wing camber surface will be updated to
the definition contained in /CAMBER/. The
/CAMBER/ definition is created each time
the wing design program executes, pro-
duces a camber surface for a specified set
of conditions.
The user must remember that the update for fuselage or camber
surface will reguire that the /0TPB0D/ or /CAHBEB/ definition be
current. These common blocks will contain the last definition
produced by the far-field wave drag or wing design programs.
Program execution. - Execution of the programs in the system is
ordered by the following cards:
PL0T plot program
SKFR skin friction program
FFWD far-field wave drag program
NFWD near-field wave drag program
ANLZ lift analysis program
HDEZ wing design program
The control card for program execution is the first card of the
set describing the program data input. Individual program inputs
are given on the following pages.
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Multiple case execution with the basic programs of the system is
possible, as in the stand-alone versions of the programs. The
data for successive cases are stacked as described in the program
input description. At the end of the data stack, an END card is
required to terminate the program. The END card is not needed
for the geometry module, however.
Interactive_graDhics. - The graphics subroutines in the system are
activated by the executive card CRT (punched in first three card
columns). The CRT card may be placed anywhere in the data deck
that an executive card may be read. If no CRT card is included,
the system will execute without accessing any of the graphics
programs.
A description of the interactive graphics part of the design and
analysis system is presented in Appendix A.
1.2 Geometry Program
The geometry program stores the basic geometry data, and stacks it
as required by the individual programs of the system.
Access to the geometry program, to store or alter the
configuration description, is through the GE0M or GE0M NEW control
card (see executive control card summary).
The format of the geometry input uses both integer (control cards)
and floating point numbers. All integers are punched right
-justified in their fields on the cards, without decimals. All
floating point numbers are punched, with decimals, to the left of
the field in 10 field -7 digit format. The program logic uses the
component control codes (J1, J2, etc.) on card 3 as follows:
Value Use
0 Component will not be input. However, if the
component has previously been input (and not
purged by a GEpfM-NEW card) the 0 is inter-
preted as a 2.
2 Previously input component is left as is.
Other New input for this component replaces
previous input*
The logic of treating a 0 as a 2 for existing components is to
protect data on the geometry file from inadvertent loss. Then, if
it is desired to add or change a configuration component on
successive runs, only the new component need be addressed.
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A control code other than 0 or 2 instructs the program to
completely replace the previous component description with a new
one. It is not possible to add a fin or nacelle to a previous fin
or nacelle; the new description must be complete in itself.
Deletion of a component is possible only through purging the
entire configurat ion, using the GE0M NEW card.
Card Card Decimal Variable _ . ..
« -L r, -i r, i j « DescriptionNumber Column Reg uired Name c
1 ' GE0M or GE0M NEW
1-^ - . GE0M = geometry addition
1-8 GE0M NEW = all-new geometry
2 1-70 Any desired title information.
3 1-3 NO JO Reference geometry code.
0 = Reference geometry not required
(plot program)
1 = Read reference area, c, xcg
2 = Reference geometry same as previous
case.
3 4-6 NO Jl Wing input code
-1 = Read uncambered wing
0 = No wing
1 = Read cambered wing
2 = Wing same as previous case.
3 7-9 NO J2 Fuselage input code
-1 = Read circular fuselage
0 = No fuselage
1 = Read arbitrarily shaped (digitized)
fuselage
2 = Fuselage same as previous case
3 = Read circular fuselage and
perimeter values.
3 10-12 NO J3 Nacelle input code
0 = No nacelles
1 = Read nacelles
2 = Nacelles same as previous case.
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Card Card Decimal Variable



































0 •= No fin
1 = Read fin data
2 = Fin data same as previous case.
Canard (or horizontal tail) input code
0 = No canards
1 = Read canard data
2 = Canards same as previous case.
Fuselage Simplification code
-1 = Uncambered circular fuselage
0 = Cambered circular or arbitrary
fuselage.
1 = Complete configuration is
symmetrical with respect to X-Yf
.plane, which implies uncambered
circular fuselage if there is a
fuselage.
Number of airfoils describing wing.
2 * NWAF ^ 20.
Number of ordinates defining each
airfoil section.
3 ^  NWAFOR ^ 20.
Number of fuselage segments.
0 £ NFUS * 4.
NRADX(l) Number of points defining half section
of first fuselage segment. If fuselage
is circular, the program calculates the
indicated number of Y and Z ordinates.
3 * NRADX(l) * 30.
NFORX(l) Number of stations for first fuselage
segment .
4 « NFORX(l) * 21.
NRADX(2) Same as above for segment 2.
NFORX(2) Same as above for segment 2.
Card Card Decimal • Variable






































Same as above for segment 3.
Same as above for segment 3.
Same as above for segment 4.
Same as above for segment 4.
Number of nacelles to read.
NP ^  3.
Number of stations at which nacelle
radii are specified.
4 ^  NPODOR £ 20.
Number of fins to read.
NF ^  6.
Number of ordinates defining each fin
airfoil section.
3 ^  NFINOR ^  10.
Number of canards to read.
NCAN * 2.
Number of ordinates defining each
canard airfoil section.
3 * NCANOR « 10.
If negative, airfoils are non-symmetric.
4 1-7 YES REFA Wing reference area
4 8-14 YES GEAR Pitching moment reference length.
(Required for ANLZ and WDEZ only)
4 15-21 YES XBARIN X value of pitching moment center
(Required for ANLZ and WDEZ only)
Note: Omit this card if JO (Card 3) is 0 or 2.
Wing Description
Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name inscription
Omit card sets 5, 6, ?, 8 and 9 if Jl is 0 or 2.
5 1-70 YES XAF Array of percent chords at which wing
airfoil ordinates will be specified.
6 1-7 YES XLED X coordinate of airfoil leading edge.
6 8-14 YES YLED Y coordinate of airfoil leading edge.
6 15-21 YES ZLED Z coordinate of airfoil leading edge.
6 22-28 YES CLED Airfoil chord length
Note: This card is repeated for each airfoil, ordered inboard to
outboard.
7 1-70 YES TZORD Array of camber Z values referenced to
Z coordinate of airfoil leading edge,
ordered leading edge to trailing edge.
Note: This card is repeated for each airfoil, ordered inboard to
outboard. Omit card set 7 if wing not cambered.
8 1-70 YES WAFORD Array of airfoil upper surface half
thickness ordinates expressed in percent
chord, ordered leading edge to trailing
edge.
Note: Repeat Card Set 8 for each airfoil, ordered from inboard
to outboard.
Note: Card Set 9, an option in the plot program input to define
the lower surface airfoil for an asymmetric airfoil shape,
was deleted from the basic geometry to reduce core size.
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Fuselage Description
Omit card sets 10-15 if J2 is 0 or 2. The fuselage is input in
segments. Complete input for each segment before going on to next
segment. A segment may contain <21 defining stations.
If there is more than one fuselage segment, the first station of
a segment repeats the definition of the last station of the
preceding segment (i.e., cross-section is again defined at the
same X station). Otherwise, a gap in the fuselage description
will occur between the last station of one segment and the first
station of the following segment.
Card Card Decimal' Variable










Array of fuselage X stations
Array of Z coordinates defining
fuselage centerline.
Note: Omit card set 11 if J6
1-70 YES
0 or if J2 = 1 .
FUSARD Array of fuselage cross sectional
areas .
Note: Omit card set 12 if J2 not equal- to -1 or 3.
1-70 YES FUSPEH Array of fuselage perimeters.
Note: Omit card set 13 if J2 not equal to 3
1-70 YES SFUS Array of Y coordinates defining first
station half section, ordered bottom to
top.
1-70 YES SFUS Array of Z coordinates defining first
station half section, ordered bottom to
top.
Note: Repeat card sets 1^ and 15 for each station in segment 1.
Omit card sets 1^ and 15 if J2 is not equal to 1 .
Note: For each fuselage segment, repeat card sets 10 thru 15.
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Nacelle Description
Card Card Decimal Variable ,
Number Column Required Name Description
Omit card sets 16, 1? and 18 if J3 is 0 or 2.
16 1-7 YES PODORX X coordinate of origin of first
nacelle
16 8-14 YES PODORY Y coordinate of origin of first
, nacelle
16 15-21 YES PODORZ Z coordinate of origin of first
nacelle
16 22-28 YES PODZW Z coordinate of origin of first
nacelle, referenced to local wing
surface.
0., program will calculate from
PODORZ
+D, nacelle is located D units above
local wing surface
-D, nacelle is located D units below
local wing surface
Note: If PODZW / 0., PODORZ is not required.
1? 1-70 YES XPOD Array of X coordinates, referenced to
nacelle origin, at which nacelle radii
will be specified.
18 1-70 YES RPOD Array of nacelle radii.
Note: For each nacelle, repeat card sets 16 thru 18.
• If PODORY is non-zero, a duplicate nacelle is located
symmetrically to the X-Z plane.
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Fin Description
Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
Omit card sets 19, 20 and 21 if J4 is 0 or 2.
1 9 1 - 7 YES X coordinate of lower fin airfoil
leading edge.
19 8-14 YES Y coordinate of lower fin airfoil
leading edge.
19 15-21 YES Z coordinate of lower fin airfoil
leading edge.
19 22-28 YES Chord length of lower airfoil leading
edge.
19 29-35 YES X coordinate of upper fin airfoil
leading edge.
19 36-42 YES Y coordinate of upper fin airfoil
leading edge.
19 43-49 YES Z coordinate of upper fin airfoil
/ leading edge.
19 50-56 YES Chord length of upper airfoil.
20 1-?0 YES XFIN Array of percent chords, ordered
leading edge to trailing edge, at which
fin airfoil ordinates will be specified.
21 1-70 YES FINORD Array of fin airfoil half thickness
ordinates expressed as percent chord.
Notei Repeat card sets 19 thru 21 for each fin.
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Canard (Or Horizontal Tail) Description
Card Card Decimal Variable _
Number Column Required Name ———*•
Program identifies horizontal tail or canard by location relative to wing.
Omit card sets 22-25 if J5 is 0 or 2.
22 1-7 YES X coordinate of inboard canard airfoil
leading edge.
22 8-14 YES Y coordinate of inboard canard airfoi)
leading edge.
22 15-21 YES Z coordinate of inboard canard airfoil
leading edge.
22 22-28 YES Chord length of Inboard canard airfoil.
22 29-35 YES X coordinate of outboard canard airfoil
leading edge.
22 36-42 YES Y coordinate of outboard canard airfoil
leading edge.
22 43-49 YES Z coordinate of outboard canard airfoil
leading edge.
22 50-56 YES Chord length of outboard canard airfoil
23 1-?0 YES XCAN Array of percent chords, ordered leading
edge to trailing edge, at which canard
airfoil ordinates will be specified.
24 1-70 YES CANORD Array of canard airfoil upper surface
half-thickness ordinates expressed as
percent chord ordered leading edge to
trailing edge.
25 1-70 YES CANORl Same as above for lower canard airfoil
Note: If canard is symmetric, omit card set 25-




This program draws a picture of the configuration defined in the
basic geometry, as requested by the codes on card 3.
Views of the configuration are controlled by the inputs on card 4.
There will be as m a n y drawings of the configuration as there are
cards 4.
Card Card Decimal Variable




























Any desired title information.
Wing input code.
0. = Ignore wing definition.
1. = Include wing definition.
Fuselage input code.
0. = Ignore fuselage definition.
1. = Include fuselage definition.
Nacelle input code.
0. = Ignore nacelle definitions.
1. = Include nacelle definitions.
Fin input code.
0. = Ignore fin definitions.
1. = Include fin definitions.
Canard input code.
0. = Ignore canard definitions.
1. = Include canard definitions.
X, Y, Z for horizontal axis.
X, Y, or Z for vertical axis.
0UT if deletion of hidden lines
required; otherwise blank.
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Card Card Decimal Variable _ .
Number Column Required Name Description
4 8-12 YES PHI Roll angle in degrees.
4 13-1? YES THETA Pitch angle in degrees.
4 18-22 YES PSI Yaw angle in degrees.
4 48-52 YES PLOTSZ Length in inches of maximum config-
uration dimension.
4 53-55 Punch 0RT in these columns
Note: For each additional plot desired, card 4 will be repeated
at this position in the data deck.
5 1 - 3 E N D
4.4 Skin Friction Program
Codes on card 3 control inclusion of basic geometry as requested.
Where additional input is required (e.g., fuselage perimeter
option) , input are-as or lengths in units consistent with the basic
geometry definition.
The skin friction coefficient subroutine in the program requires
lengths in feet. The input lengths are converted to feet, if
necessary, using the factor SC&MOD on card 5 or 6.
Inputs on cards 3 and 4 are integers, and must be right-justified
in the field, without decimal. The other input are 10 field -7
digit format, with decimals.
Card Card Decimal Variable Description
Number Column Required Name '
1 1-4 SKFR
2 1-70 Any desired TITLE information
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Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
1-3 NO Jl Wing input code
-1 = Wing defined in basic geometry.
Make no correction for wing-
fuselage joint.
0 = No wing defined.
1 = Wing defined in basic geometry.
Subtract wing root area from
fuselage wetted area.
2 = Wing same as preceding case.
4-6 NO J2 Fuselage input code
-1 = Wetted area and reference length
will be input.
0 = No fuselage defined.
1 = Fuselage defined- in basic
geometry.
2 = Fuselage same as preceding case.
7-9 NO J3 Nacelle input code
-1 = Wetted area and reference length
will be input.
0 = No nacelles defined.
1 = Nacelles defined in basic geometry.
2 = Nacelles same as preceding cases.
10-12 NO J4 Fin input code
-1 = Fins defined in basic geometry.
Make no correction for fin-
fuselage joint,
0 = No fins defined.
1 = Fins defined in basic geometry.
Subtract fin root area from
fuselage wetted area.
2 = Fins same as preceding case.
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Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name ^
3 13-15 NO J5 Canard (or horizontal tail) input code
-1 = Canards defined in basic geometry.
Make no correction for canard-
fuselage joint.
0 = No canards defined.
1 = Canards defined in basic geometry.
Subtract canard root area from
fuselage wetted area.
2 = Canards same as preceding case.
k 1.1). NO Kl Maoh number-altitude combination code.
-Kl » Combination same as preceding
case.
0 = Use Mach number-Reynolds
combinations.
Kl = Number of Mach-altitude combin-
ations. Kl ^  20
4 5-8 NO K4 Mach number-Reynolds combination code.
-K*4- = Combinations same as preceding
case.
0 = Use Mach number-altitude
combinations.
$4- = Number of Mach-Reynolds combin-
ations. K4- * 20
b 9-12 NO NXTPT Miscellaneous components code.
-NXTPT = Same components as preceding
case.
.0 = No miscellaneous components
defined.
NXTPT = Number of miscellaneous
components. NXTPT ^  10.
4 13-19 YES POVLP Total overlap area for nacelles
Subtract from wing wetted area.
5 1-7 YES AM Mach number
5 8-14 YES AL Altitude (feet/1000.)
5 15-21 YES DELT Temperature deviation from standard
day (OF)
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Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
5 22-28 YES SCAMOD Scale factor to convert input dimensions
to feet.
Note: There.will be Kl of these cards.
Omit card set 5 if Kl is 0 or negative.
6 1-7 YES AM Mach number
6 8-1*4- YES RNPFL Reynolds Number per foot length x 10.-6
6 15-21 YES SCAMOD Scale factor to convert input dimensions
to feet.
6 22-28 YES TOTEM Total temperature (°R)
Note: There will be K4 of these cards.
Omit card set 6 if K4 is 0 or negative.
7 1-7 YES SWETRB Fuselage wetted area
7 8-1*4- YES FUSL Fuselage reference length.
Note: Omit card 7 if J2 is 0, 1 or 2.
8 1-7 YES SWETNA Total nacelle wetted area
8 8-14 YES TOOL Nacelle reference length.
Note: Omit card 8 if J3 is 0, 1 or 2.
9 _l-7 YES SWETXP Wetted area of miscellaneous component.
9 8-14 YES RXLP Reference length of miscellaneous
component.
9 15-24 PTITLE Any desired title information.
Note« There will be NXTPT of these oards. .
Omit card set 9 if NXTPT is 0 or negative.
For each new case, add Cards 2 through 9 at this position in the data deck.
10 1-3 END
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4.5 Far-Field Wave Drag Program
Codes on card 3 control inclusion of basic geometry data as
requested. The case number in first field of card U is an
integer, and must be right justified in the field, without
decimal. Other input are in 10 field, -7 digit format.
If the fuselage restraint feature is used, the resulting fuselage
definition for the last case will be stored and can be used to
update the basic geometry (see executive control card summary,
FSDP) .
Multiple cases involving a given configuration description (e.g.,
various Mach numbers) may be run by a card U series. If the
geometry is to be changed, an END card must be input and the
program re-entered by an FFBD or GEOM and FFWD set-up.
Card Card Decimal Variable „ ...
„ , _ ,
 D , , „ DescriptionNumber Column Required Name E
1 1-4 FFWD
2 1-80 Any desired title information.
3 1-? YES AJ1 Wing input code.
0. = Ignore wing definition.
1. = Include wing definition.
3 8-14 YES AJ2 Fuselage input code.
0. = Ignore fuselage definition.
1. = Include fuselage definition.
3 15-21 YES AJ3 Nacelle input code
0. = Ignore nacelle definitions.
1. = Include nacelle definitions.
3 22-28 YES AJ4 Fin input code,
0. = Ignore fin definitions.
1. = Include fin definitions.
3 29-35 YES AJ5 Canard (or horizontal tail) input code.
0. = Ignore canard definitions.
1. = Include canard definitions.
Case Cards
Cards U input a series of cases of d i f fe ren t Mach number , cut or
theta variables, and/or fuselage restraints. The solution is
performed with the fuselage as input, and also for an op t imum
fuselage shape (subject to restraint points at which the fuselage
shape must be as i n p u t ) . If no fuselage restraint is specified
(NREST = O . J , one will be assumed at the station of m a x i m u m
overall area. If NEEST>0 . , a restraint card (card 5) will follow
the case card, and that restraint condition will apply for
subsequent cases if N R E S T is not changed.
Card Card Decimal 'Variable




















Number of equal intervals into which the
portion of the X-axis, XA to XB for each
roll angle, is to be divided. NX ^  100.
and an even number.
NTHETA Number of equal intervals into which the
domain of theta (-90° to 90°) is to be
divided.
If the area distribution at only theta
= -90 is desired, then NTHETA ^ 36 and a
multiple of four.
NREST Number of X stations for fuselage
restraint points (^ 10.), used for all
subsequent cases if NREST does not
change.
If NREST = 0 . , program assumes restraint
points at nose, base, and station of
maximum overall area.
XREST Array of fuselage stations, (including
nose and base) at which computed minimum
drag curve will be restrained to input
area.
Note: Repeat card 4 for each new case. Only 1 card 5
may be input, after first card 4 with NREST ^ 0.
1-3 END
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U.6 Near-Field Have Drag Program
Two options are provided for fairing the wing section shape at a
given spanwise station: linear or second order, controlled by
TNOPCT on card U.
The code A N Y B O D (on card 5) identifies the span station of the
inboard end of the wing for calculating wing thickness pressures
and wave drag. This is the y value of the wing-fuselage
intersection if there is a fuselage.
Card Card Decimal Variable

















Any desired TITLE information.
Fuselage input code.
0. = Ignore fuselage definition.
1. = Include fuselage definition.
Nacelle input code.
0. = Ignore nacelle definitions.











-1. = Linear chordwise fairing.
0. = Second order fairing.
Basic Mach number for this case.
Number of additional Mach numbers.
TNOM ^  5.
Wing data printout code.
0. = Minimal printout.
2. = Thickness pressure coefficients at
each grid element in the wing
calculations will be printed.























Number of semi-span element rows in
wing calculations* TNON ^  40,







TJBYMX Number of spanwlse stations at which
wing thickness pressures are calculated.
TJBYMX ^  24. Leave blank if TNON not
specified.
TNCUT Number of body'stations at which
pressure coefficients are calculated
(« 60). If blank, TNCUT set to 50.
ANYBOD Wing Y dimension at inboard edge. If
negative, program will solve for wing-
fuselage intersection.
WRAP Nacelle pressure field code.
-1. = Wrap solution for nacelle
pressure field is desired.
1. = Glance solution is performed.
DLT2 Interference printout code.
-1. = Summary table printout only.
1. = Details of nacelle/fuselage
interference calculations will be
printed.
BCUT Number of divisions of nacelles used to
define nacelle pressures and Whitham
F.(Y) function. BCUT ^  40. If blank,
BCUT set to 40.
TXM Array of additional Mach numbers.
Solution will be performed for these
Mach numbers after the solution for XM.
There will be a total of TNOM values on the card.
Omit this card if TNOM = 0.
YES TYB2 Array of semi-span values of element
row at which wing thickness pressures
are calculated.
These values should be whole numbers beginning
with 0. and ending with TNON.
Up to ten values per card. Up to three cards.
Omit these cards if TJBYMX was not specified.
END
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4.7 Wing Design Program
The wing design program principally requires a wing planform
(supplied from the basic geometry), a description of the loadings
to be used in optimizing the wing shape, and specification of the
design point and constraints to be applied to the solution.
Punch all data, with decimals, to the left in the card columns (10
field -7 digit format).
Default options are provided to help keep input simple. These
include:
• TLOADS This is the number of loadings to be used
in finding an optimum loading combination.
If input as a positive number, the specified
number of loadings will be taken, in order,
from the table on page 62. (A negative sign
reguires the user to list the loading numbers
to be used.)
• XOCNOM This is the number of percent chords used in
printing the camber surface output. If in-
put as -12.0, standard percent chords are
used.
• TJBYMX Standard semi-span stations are provided if
TJBYMX = 0.
If program options are used that require wing thickness pressures,
nacelle buoyancy field, fuselage upwash loading, or asymmetric
fuselage loading, it is necessary to have previously run the near-
field wave drag or lift analysis programs to load the proper
tables. This is done as follows:
• Nacelle buoyancy Kay be calculated by either wing
loading analysis program or near-field wave '
drag program.
• Wing thickness Obtained from near-field wave drag
pressures program.
• Fuselage upwash Obtained by running lift analysis
loading program with wing slopes zeroed
(WHUP = 1.0) .
• Asymmetric Obtained from lift analysis program
fuselage loading with SYMM = 1.0.
The most efficient way to obtain all of the configuration






2. Proportional to x, the distance from the leading edge
3. Proportional to y, the distance from the wing centerline
2
4. Proportional to y
9 '-
5. • Proportional to x
6. Proportional to x(c - x), where c is local chord
9
7. Proportional to x (1.5 c -x)
8. Proportional to 2 (1 + 15 —F0'5
C
9.' Proportional to (c -x)°'5
10. Elliptical spanwise, proportional to
11. Proportional to x, the distance from the leading edge of an
arbitrarily defined region
12. A camber-induced loading proportional to the body bouyancy
loading
13. A camber-induced loading proportional to the body upwash loading
14. A camber-induced loading proportional to the nacelle buoyancy
loading
15. The body bouyancy loading
16. The body upwash loading
17. The nacelle buoyancy loading
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without nacelles, to get the wing thickness pressures. Then run
the lift analysis program, with nacelles, and with the zero slope
option (WHUP = 1.0) and asymmetric fuselage option (SYHM XO-).
The fuselage upwash loading will be that obtained with the
fuselage at input incidence. If the upwash fields corresponding
to a series of fuselage angles of attack are desired, it will be
necessary to change the fuselage definition and rerun the lift
analysis program to produce each upwash pressure loading.
**CAUTION**
The loading options must be used wi th some care. Loadings 12-14
cannot be used without also using loadings 15-17. Loading 11
cannot be used wi thout specifying a corresponding p lanform region
( A N O A R B > 0 ) . If all loadings are requested, the resultant op t imum
combination of loadings (and camber shape) may be physically
unrealistic if no constraints on upper surface pressure
coefficient are imposed.
Card Card Decimal Variable















Any desired TITLE information
Nacelle input code
0. = Ignore nacelle definition
1. = Include nacelle definition
(required if loading 17 is used)
Numbers of semispan elements in wing
grid system. 2. ^  TNON ^  50.
If blank, TNON set to 40.
TJBYMX Number of semispan stations at which
camber surface is calculated.
2. * TJBYMX ^  25.
TIFAF Flat plate calculation code
-i. = Use data from previous case.
0. = Flat plate calculation will be
made.
1. = Flat plate calculations will not
be made. (Card 9 must be input).
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Card Card Decimal 'Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
4 1-7 YES APRINT Printed output code.
-2. = Summary output printed.
-1. = Input data (except large tables)
and summary output printed.
0. = Input data, output summary and
camber shapes at design condition,
if requested, are printed.
1. = Same as APRINT = 0., plus some
diagnostic data.
2. = All input, output and diagnostic
data printed.
4 8-114- YES SMOOTH Code to determine smoothing procedure
applied to camber surface longitudinal
slope at each span station.
0. = No smoothing performed.
1. = Smooth-as-you-go technique used.
3. - Three point smoothing technique
used.
k 15-21 YES RESTART Code to determine disposition of force
and moment coefficients for component
and interference loadings.
-1. = Data from previous case will be
used.
0. = Data will be calculated by program
for use in current case and
subsequent cases.
1. = Data will be calculated, and also
punched on cards.
2. = Data are read from card sets 17
through 19.
•3. = Data are read from tape 3
(written by previous case)
4 22-28 YES YSNOOT Y value for parabolic apex tangent to
wing leading edge. (Leave blank if not
used.)
5 1-7 YES XM Basic Mach number.
5 8-14 YES CMO Design value of pitching moment
coefficient at zero lift.
5 15-21 YES CIDZIN Value of design lift coefficient.
If blank or zero, CIDZIN set to 1.0.
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Card Card Decimal Variable








TLOADS Number of loadings to be combined
2. ^  TLOADS ^ 1?
TLOADS < 0.= Loading numbers will be
input on card(s) 10. Loading numbers
will be taken from table on page 62 .
TLOADS > 0. = Loadings will be in the
order tabulated oh page 62.
E.g., if TLOADS <= 3.0, first 3 loadings
from page 62 will be used,
XOCNUM Number of chordwlse locations at which
camber ordinates will be printed,
corresponding to options selected on
card 7. (XOCNUM) ^  20.
-12. = Default locations of 0., 5., 10.,
20., 30 90., 100. as used.
Omit card 11.
+ = Values in percent of local chord
will be input (card 11).
ANOARB Numbers of points on cards 12 and 13
used to define the arbitrary region of
the wing planform for loading number 11.
ANOARB ^ 20. If blank, cards 12 and 13
not read.
AXCPLIM Number of chordwise locations (card set
14) used to specify wing upper surface
limiting pressures. AXCPLIM ^15.
- = Use values from previous case if
/AXCPLIM/ same 'as previous case.
0. = Card sets 14, 15 and 16 not read,
•f. = Card set 14, 15 and 16 are read.
AYCPLIM Number of spanwise stations (card set
16) used to specify wing upper surface
limiting pressures. Needed only if
AXCPLIM > 0. AYCPLIM ^15.
TXCPT Code to request use of wing thickness
pressures in pressure limiting
calculations.
0. = Wing thickness pressures not used.
1. = Wing thickness pressures used.
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Solution and Constraint Options
Card 7 contains four inputs which control the extent of the solution and the
constraints to be applied. Each of the 4 inputs may take on k different
values, as follows:
0. No solution of this type desired.
1. Calculate pressure distribution, drag, and pitching moment for
optimum combination of loadings.
2. Same as 1, plus also calculate the wing shape required to
support the optimum pressure distribution.
3. Same as 2, plus also punch the wing shape on cards. Order is
percent chords for ordinates, percent span stations, and then
the ordinates in percent chord. 10F7-3 format. (May be input
directly into wing analysis program with TIFZC = 1.0).
Card Card Decimal Variable
 n ...
„ , „ -i r> • j AT DescriptionNumber Column Required Name L
7 1-7 YES CONSTR(l) Obtain solution for minimum drag with
constraint on CL only.
7 8-14 YES CONSTR(2) Obtain solution with constraints on
CL and Cmo (requires Cmo value on
card 5).
7 15-21 YES CONSTR(3) Obtain solution with constraint on CL
and pressure limiting on wing upper
surface.
7 22-28 YES CONSTR(4) Obtain solution with constraint on CL
and Cmo, plus pressure limiting on
wing upper surface.
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Card Card Decimal Variable
























Array of semispan stations at which the
camber surface is calculated.
Up to ten values per card. There will be a total of
TJBYMX whole numbers which must begin with 0.0 and end with
TNON. If TJBYMX was blank, the following values are used:
0., 4., 8., 12., 16., 20., 24., 38., 32., 36., 40.
YES XF X coordinate of wing aerodynamic center.
YES SCL9 Flat wing lift-curve slope (per degree),
based on the reference area for force
and moment coefficients.
YES DF Flat wing lift-dependent drag factor.
YES AREA9 Planform area in program units.
Omit this.card if TIFAF ( card 4) ^  0.
The data on card 9 would normally be calculated by a
previous run of the same planform at the same Mach number.
YES TLOAD Loading numbers for use in pressure
optimization. Integer numbers from
1.0 to 17.0, TLOADS (see card 5) in
number, and in arbitrary order. Up to
10 values per card. Omit card(s) 10 if
TLOADS > 0.
YES TPCT Array of X/C (percent of local chord)
values will be interpolated at each
span station.
Omit card(s) 11 if XOCNUM = -12.
YES YARB Array of Y coordinates which define an
arbitrary planform region for loading
number 11.
Up to ten values per card. Up to two cards.
There will be a total of ANOARB values.
If ANOARB (card 5) is blank, omit card set 12.
YES XARB Array of X coordinates which define an
arbitrary planform region for loading
number 11.
Up to ten values per card. Up to two cards.
There will be a, total of ANOARB values.
If ANOARB (card 5) is blank, omit card set 13.
Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
16
1-70 YES • XCPLIM Array of chordwise locations (percent of
local chord) used to define the wing
upper surface limiting pressure
coefficient. Needed if CONSTR(§) or (4)
is 4 0 on card 7.
Note: - Up to ten values per card.
There will be a total of AXCPLIM values starting with 0.
and ending with 100. If AXCPLIM is not positive, omit card
set 14.
1-70 YES YCPLIM Array of spanwise locations (percent or
semispan) used to define the wing upper
surface limiting pressure coefficient.
Note: Up to ten values per card.
There will be'a total of AYCPLIM values starting
with 0. and ending with 100.
If AXCPLIM is not positive, omit card set 15.
1-70 -YES CPLIMIT Array of limiting pressure coefficients
on the wing upper surface. All
coefficients at a given semispan are
input in the same order as XCPLIM.
Begin each semispan set on a new card
and in the same order as YCPLIM.
Up to ten values per card.
There will be a total of AXCPLIM X AYCPLIM values.








TITLE Title card of RESTART data.
YES RESTRT Array of force and moment coefficients
for component and interference loading,
as punched from a previous run, for
restarting program execution.
1-60 NO IRESTRT Array of elements per semispan station
used in integration process as punched
from previous run for restarting
program execution.
Note: Omit cards 17-19 if RESTART (card 4) is not equal to 2.0.
1-3 ' END
*The restart card sets 17-19 are printed on the Output file and identified
by the statement : RESTART DATA PUNCHED , DECK IMAGE FOLLOWS .
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4. 8 Lift Analysis Program
Codes on cards 3 and 4 control the inclusion of basic geometry
data as requested. Input is in 10 field -7 digit format.
Note that the wing camber surface may be defined in several ways,
controlled by input TIFZC on card 4:
TIFZC
'0. or 1. Input to lift analysis program on cards
2. Flat wing (Z = 0 everywhere)
3. As defined by wing design program (which
must have been run previously).
4. As defined in basic geometry.
The wing camber surface input to the lift analysis program will
automatically be used to update the basic geometry definition if
TIFZC =0. or 1.
By definition, a canard is required to be located forward of the
wing, and a horizontal tail aft of the wing. One each is allowed,
and they may both be input at the same time.
If the pressure limiting feature (controlled by FLIMIT on card 4)
is used, it requires the wing thickness pressures from the near-
field wave drag program, which must have been run previously at
the same Mach number.
All angles are input to the program in degrees.
Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name crip n
1 1-b ANLZ
2 1-70 Any desired TITLE information.
3 1-7 YES AJ2 Fuselage input code.
0. = Ignore fuselage definition.
1. = Include fuselage definition.
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Card Card Decimal • Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
3 8-14 YES -AJ3 Nacelle input code.
0. = Ignore nacelle definitions.
- 1. = Include nacelle definitions.
3 15-21 YES AJ5 Canard input code.
0. = Ignore canard definition.
1. = Include canard definition.
3 22-28 YES AJ? Horizontal tail input code.
0. = Ignore horizontal tail definition.
1. = Include horizontal tail definition.
4 1-7 YES TJBYMX Number of spanwise stations defining
camber surface. ' TJBYMX ^  20.
4 8-14 YES TNOPCT Number of percent chords defining each
spanwise station. TNOPCT * 20.
4 15-21 YES TIFZC Code for camber surface ordinate.
0. = Z is input.
1. = Z/C (percent) is input.
2. = Flat wing option (Z = 0).
3. = Camber surface is defined in
common block /CAMBER/.
4. = Use definition contained in basic
geometry.
Note: If TIFZC is 2., 3., or 4., inputs TJBYMX, TNOPCT, TPCT,
TYB2 and WZORD are not required.
4 22-28 YES TNOM Number of Mach numbers in addition to
basic Mach number XM. TNOM <* 5.
4 29-35 YES FNON Number of semi-span rows in wing grid
system. FNON ^  40. If left blank, will
be set to 40.
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Card Card Decimal Variable .
Number Column Required Name ^
4 36-42 YES FLIMIT Limiting pressure feature code.
0 = feature not desired.
FLIMIT = number of configuration angles
of attack for solution using pressure
limiting.
5 1-7 YES TNFLAP Number of trailing edge flaps on right
hand wing. TNFLAP * 5-
5 8-14 YES TNTWST Number of values (Y in percent, and
angle) to define wing twist. Relative
to input wing shape. TNTWST ^ 40.
5 15-21 YES TNALP Number of canard angles of attach (^  5).
Not required if AJ5 = 0.
5 22-28 YES WRAP Code for nacelle pressure field solution
-1. = wrap
1. = glance
5 29-35 YES OXML Mach number input code for nacelle
pressure field calculations.
0. = Free stream Mach number used-.
1. = Mach number input on card 19.
5 36-42 YES DLT2 Nacelle pressure field calculation
printout code.
-1. = summary only
1. = detailed printout
5 43-49 YES BCUT Number of cuts used to define pressure
signature from nacelles. If blank, will
be set to 40. BCUT ^  4o.
6 1-7 YES ANYBOD Wing/fuselage intersection Y value. If
negative, solve for intersection. If
ANYBOD = -10.0, intersection will be
input on Card Sets 14-16.
6 8-14 YES THALP Number of horizontal tail angles of
attack. THALP ^10. Not required if
AJ7=0.
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Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name Description
6 15-21 YES SYMM Asymmetric body volume term calculation
code.
0. = Do not calculate
1 . = Calculate
2. = Calculate using area distribution
input on Card Sets 17 and 18.
6 22-28 YES SMOGO Smoothing code.
0. = Use 9 term smoothing
1 . = Use smoothing-as-computed pressure
calculation.
6 29-35 YES WHUP Wing slope control code.
0. = Wing slopes calculated from input
camber surface.
1. = Wing slopes = 0. (used for fuselage
upwash field) .
7 1-7 YES XM Basic Kach number for case.
7 8-1*4- YES TZSKAL Scale factor for input Z ordinates. If
blank, no scaling performed.
7 15-21 YES CLIN(l) Number of lift coefficients input for
first Mach number (XM) at which the
combined flat plate and camber pressure
coefficients will be computed.
(CLIN(l) ^5.)
7 22-28 YES CLIN(4) Same as CLIN(l) for fourth Mach number
(TMACH(3)).
7 29-35 YES CLIN(5) Same as CLIN(l) but for fifth Mach
number
7 36-^ 2 YES CLIN(6) Same as CLIN(l) but for sixth Mach
number (TMACH(5)).
7 ij-3-49 YES CLIN(5) Same as CLIN(l) but for fifth Mach
number
7 50-56 YES CLIN(6) Same as CLIN(l) but for sixth Mach
number (TMACH(5)).
8 1-35 YES TMACH Array of additional Mach numbers for
this case. TNOM values. Omit this card
if TNOM = 0.
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Wing Camber Surface Definition
Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name *-
Omit card sets 9, 10 and 11 if TIFZC = 2., 3., or ^ .
9 1-?0 YES TPCT Array of chord percentages at which Z
(or Z/C) ordinates are input and
pressure coefficients are evaluated and
output.
Note: Up to ten values per card. Up to two cards.
There will be a total of TNOPCT values from
0. through 100.
10 1-?0 YES TYB2 Array of semi-span percentages at which
Z (or Z/C) ordinates are input.
Note: Up to ten values per card. There will be a
total of TJBYMX values from 0. through 100.
11 1-70 YES WZORD Array of Z (or Z/C) ordinates of the
right hand wing camber definition. All
ordinates at a given semi-span are input
in the same order as TPCT. Begin each
semi-span percent on a new card and in
the same order as TYB2.
Note: Up to ten values per card.
There will be a total of TPCT x TYB2 values.
Wing Twist Definition
Omit cards 12 and 13 if TNTWST =0.
12 1-70 YES YTWIST Array of semi-span percentages at which
wing twist angles are input,
Note: Up to ten values per card. Up to four cards. TNTWST values.
13 1-70 YES ATWIST Array of twist angles, in degrees,
corresponding to YTWIST. A positive
angle means an increase in local angle
of attack. Linear interpolation is used
for points between input points.















Omit cards 1*4-16 if ANYBCD 4 -10.
Card Card Decimal Variable
 n ...




Input X array defining wing-fuselage intersection, then Y and Z.
Start each array on a new card. Values are input at the percent
chords of the camber surface definition (Card 9). or basic
geometry definition (if WZORD not input).
Asymmetric Fuselage Area Input
Omit cards 1? and 1'8 if SYKM / 2.0
1? 1-?0 YES AOVR above-wing area
18 1-?0 YES AUND under-wing area
Input area distribution above wing, then below. Start each array
on a new card. Values are input at the percent chords of the camber
surface definition (Card 9), or basic geometry definition (if WZORD
not input).
Alternate Mach Nos. For
Nacelle Pressure Field Calculations
Omit card 19 if OXML = 0.
Card Card Decimal Variable
 D , ..
Number Column Req uired Name ^ -
19 1-42 YES TMLOC Array of local Mach numbers for nacelle
pressure field calculations. First value
corresponds to XM, successive values
correspond to TMACH (if included).
Note: Up to six values on the card.
There will be a total of TNOM + 1. values.
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Wing Flap Definition
Omit cards 20 if TNFLAP =0.
Card Card Decimal Variable ^ . .
Number Column Required Name ^
20 1-7 YES XI Inboard X value of flap leading edge.
20 8-14 YES Yl Inboard Y value of flap leading edge.
20 15-21 . YES XO Outboard X value of flap leading edge,
20 22-28 YES YO Outboard Y value of flap leading edge.
20 29-35 YES DEFLAP Flap deflection in degrees. A positive
angle means the flap trailing edge is
deflected downward.
Note: There will be a total of TNFLAP cards, one for each flap.
21 1-35 YES TCA Array of canard angles of attack. A
positive angle means the leading edge
is rotated upward.
Note: There will be a total of TNALP values on the card.
Omit this card if TNALP = 0. or AJ5 = 0.
22 1-63 YES THA Array of horizontal tail angles of
attack. A positive angle means the
leading edge is rotated upward.
Note: There will be a total of THALP values on the card.
Omit this card if THALP = 0. or AJ? = 0.
23 1-7 YES VACFR Fraction of vacuum pressure coefficient
for pressure limiting.
24 1-35 YES TLALP Array of e*'s for limiting pressure
coefficient.
Note: There will be a total of FLIMIT values on the card.
Omit cards 23 and 24 if FLIMIT = 0.
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Card Card Decimal Variable
Number Column Required Name




Arrays of lift coefficients for the
input Mach numbers (XM and TMACH) at
which the combined flat plate and
camber pressure coefficients are
computed.
CL'S for each Mach number begin on a
new card.
Up to five values per card. Up to six cards.
The number of values on each card will correspond
with CLIN(I) on card ?.
If CLIN(I) = 0, omit the Ith card.
For a. new case, input cards 2 through 25 at this place
in the data deck.
END
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5,0 TYPICAL CASE AND PROGRAM OUTPUT
A typical design and analysis case and associated program output
are presented in this section. Given a configuration consisting
of wing, fuselage, nacelles and horizontal tail, the following are
obtained:
• Hing design at Mach number = 2.7 for CL = .10 and cmo
.015, in presence of fuselage and nacelles with pressure
limiting at .7 vacuum.
• Analysis of configuration drag-due-to-lift for a series
of horizontal tail settings.
• Skin friction drag
• Far-field and near-field wave drag analyses
• Drawing of configuration.
The input card listing for this case is shown on page 83.
The program output has been edited to reduce page count while
illustrating output format.
The output begins with a listing of the basic geometry, separated
into components (wing, fuselage, etc). An uncambered wing was
specified in the basic geometry, since the camber surface will be
defined by the wing design program.
Configuration-Dependent Loadings
Since, the wing design case is to be performed with pressure
limiting, and in the presence of fuselage and nacelles, the
corresponding pressure arrays must be computed. The near-field
wave drag program is run first, to generate the wing thickness
pressure data (page 90 ). Only the wing geometry is required for
this calculation; output for the complete wing-fuselage-nacelle
configuration from the near-field program is illustrated later
(page 81 ).
The lift analysis program is executed next, to calculate the
nacelle pressure field and the fuselage upwash pressure field. To
obtain an approximate orientation between the fuselage and wing
for the upwash field calculations, a previously defined camber
surface was input using the TIF8C = 1.0 option. The ANL2
interface program inserts this definition into the basic geometry
and prints it (page 91 ). The lift analysis program then computes
the wing upwash field (page 96 ) , the nacelle pressure field (page
97), and the loading on the wing due to the fuselage upwash field
(page .101). The wing upwash loading is that for the basic wing
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angle of attack with all wing slopes zeroed, i.e., as computed
with input WHUP = 1.0.
Wing Design Solution
Much diagnostic output is available from the wing design module.
However, print controls are used in the program (input APRINT) to
provide output flexibility. In the typical case shown, the print
control was set at +1.0, to illustrate output format. The design
case shown utilized seven total loadings, including those due to
fuselage upwash and nacelles.
The wing design program first prints the input data and checks the
design and constraint options (the card 7 inputs) for consistency.
The semi-span stations, in program units, at which the camber
surface will be calculated is next printed, followed by a listing
of the component loadings to be used and the chordwise locations
at which the camber surface will be interpolated. Tables of the
configuration dependent loadings are also output.
The program next computes and prints the flat wing solution (page
112), This includes lift and drag coefficients, the lengthwise
center of pressure position (as a fraction of overall wing
length), the pitching moment derivative (dc /dc ), and the drag-
due-to-lift factor. m L
The program then cycles through all the component loadings. For
each, a table giving spanwise distributions of lift, drag, and
pitching moment coefficients is printed. This is followed by the
integrated values of lift coefficient, drag coefficient, center of
pressure position, drag-due-to-lift factor, the ratio of input
reference area to gross planform area ^ sref^Sprog^' the pitching
moment slope with design CL» and the cmo associated with the
component CL. This is followed by the interference drag of the
component loading on the nacelle area distribution (if nacelles
were input), and a tabulation of the interference drag
coefficients associated with all other component loadings. The
camber surface for the selected loading is not printed, but it
would have been had APRINT = 2.0 been input.
The program next summarizes the force and interference drag
coefficients of all the component loadings (page 120), and writes
the RESTART data deck (if reguested). Only a portion of the
RESTART listing is shown since it is guite long, consisting of the
matrix values and all configuration-dependent pressure arrays.
With all component loading data defined, the program then solves
for the wing designs reguested on card 7. The solution
constraints are identified in the title block, followed by (if
APRINT is 1.0 or 2.0) the optimization matrix. A check of the
solution accuracy is made by multiplying the solution matrix by
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the left-hand side matrix (which should equal the right-hand side
matrix) .
The solution matrix tables are followed by a table of the
component loadings combination, i.e., the product of AiCLi for the
different basic loadings. These products give the contributions
to total wing C^ for each of the component loadings. The solution
c , lift coefficient, and drag coefficient are also printed. The
resultant wing upper surface pressure distribution (cpu) is then
searched for the minimum difference between cpu and the limit cp'
and this minimum is printed, together with its planform location.
The bucket plot of drag-due-to-lift factor <KE) versus cmo for the
optimum wing designs of the component loadings is next printed
(page 123). Finally, if the camber surface shape corresponding to
the selected design point was requested, the camber surface is
printed as Z/C (in per cent) versus X/C at the solution spanwise
stations.
This process is repeated for all other design options, except for
the bucket plot, which is printed only once. If a pressure
constraint condition is encountered which required another term to
he addad to the solution matrix, a note to this effect is printed
and the optimization is performed again. (If the pressure
constraint condition cannot be satisfied with a maximum size
matrix, the solution stops and a failure message is printed.)
For the test case shown, one constraint on pressure coefficient
was required to satisfy the design solution, with or without the
c
mo constraint. (The pressure limit was exceeded at 70 per cent
semi-span and 0 per cent chord, as noted). The force coefficients
and camber surface for the design point wing were calculated and
printed, as requested, on page 127.
Wing Camber Surface Update
In the illustrative case, the final camber surface design was used
to update the basic geometry by means of the executive card HGOP.
The updated definition is printed on page 130.
Lift Analysis
Given the basic geometry definition and the camber surface
obtained by the design program, the lift analysis program was used
to calculate the lifting pressure solutions for the complete
configuration, both tail-off and tail-on at a series of horizontal
tail settings.
The lift analysis program output consists of the input, the wing-
fuselage intersection definition, fuselage upwash data (upwash in
79
degrees), fuselage buoyancy field, the nacelle pressure field
definition, camber surface data and the wing lifting pressure
coefficients. These are summed over the configuration to obtain
lift, drag, and pitching moment data. The fuselage force
coefficients are printed both with and without wing downwash
effects included (page 149) .
The force coefficient summary, tail-off, is shown on page 150.
The program first prints a table of lift, drag, and pitching
moment coefficients for the wing at the input incidence, and also
per degree angle of attack (FP at 1 degree). The increments due
to the nacelles are also printed. This table is then repeated
with the fuselage contribution added. The drag terms are then
combined into two equations (nacelles on and off), and drag and
pitching moment coefficients tabulated for a series of lift
coefficients.
The configuration streamwise lift distribution is next summed and
printed and further broken into separate summations for wing-
fuselage-canard, nacelles, and horizontal tail. These summations
are cumulative and are divided by the total lift of the
configuration.
The force coefficient and streamwise lift distribution data are
repeated for each tail angle of attack, together with the
contributions due to the horizontal tail.
The spanwise lift distribution is printed last (page 158). This
tabulation is for the wing-canard-nacelles combination only
(excluding fuselage or horizontal tail).
If the limiting pressure option of the lift analysis program is
requested, the output is the same except for two alterations:
1, The data at the configuration basic angle of attack become
data at a specified angle of attack.
2. Notes are printed to call attention to the pressure limiting
option.
Addition of a canard to the configuration produces an additional
set of force coefficient summary data, i.e., data is printed both
with and without the direct canard contribution.
Skin-Friction
The skin friction program prints input, then a table of wetted
areas, drag/dynamic pressure (D/q) , and drag coefficient, for each
input flight condition (page 161) .
80
Far-Field Have Drag
The far-field wave drag program prints an enriched area
distribution for the fuselage (page 162), then the area
distribution for different configuration component buildups at a
series of theta (cutting plane inclination) values. The program
next identifies and prints the area restraint points corresponding
to the case restraint condition, followed by configuration data
for the input configuration and one optimized subject to the
restraint points. An optimized fuselage area distribution
corresponding to the restraint case is then calculated and
printed, followed by a drag summary for the configuration as-input
and with the optimized fuselage (page 168) .
Near-Field Wave Drag
The near-field wave drag module, for wing-fuselage-nacelles, was
executed next. The program input is first printed, followed by
the wing fuselage intersection. (The 8 values of this
intersection are relative to the fuselage centerline, rather than
the overall coordinate system.)
The nacelle terms are next printed. First the nacelle pressure
field acting on the wing is output (edited out in this case since
it is the same as previously illustrated in the lift analysis
program output). The interference pressure signatures associated
with the nacelles and fuselage acting on one another are next
calculated and printed, including the "image" signatures
associated with reflections off the wing surface.
The buoyancy field of the fuselage acting on the wing is then
summarized, followed by the wing definition and isolated thickness
pressure solutions.
The isolated fuselage pressure distribution and the wing-on-
fuselage signature is next tabulated (page 179), together with a
running summation of the drag associated with these pressures.
Each of these sums is divided by the total corresponding drag
value.
The final drag summary (page 183) consists of wing section data,
tabulated fuselage and nacelle drag coefficients, total drag and
wetted areas.
The wing section data, at the solution spanwise stations, consist
of the isolated wing section drag coefficient (CDW/C= drag of the
element row divided by chord), interference drag of fuselage on
wing section (CDB0H/C), interference drag of nacelles acting on
the section (CDN0H/C), the sum of those section coefficients (SUM
CD/C), and the fraction of the total wing wave drag for the
section.
81
Drag of tha wing-fuselage combination is next printed, including
the isolated wing (CDW) , isolated fuselage (CDB), fuselage-on-wing
interference (CDB/W) , wing-on-fuselage interference (CDW/B), and
the total of those (CD WING-BODY).
A table of nacelle drag terms is then printed, giving the isolated
wave drag and the interference terms for the nacelles at each
input origin.
The total wave drag for the configuration is printed as TJ?TAL CD.
Plot Program
The plot program prints the program input and view data. A
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APPENDIX A
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
The cathode ray tube (CRT) display and program coding for the
design and analysis system are based on the NASA-LRC CRT and
associated software. However, all display portions of the system
coding are subroutined or overlaid from the basic programs, so
that the system could be readily converted to other CRT
arrangements.
The basic input parameter required to activate the graphics
routines is the executive card CRT (punched in columns 1-3), which
may be placed at the beginning of the data deck, or anywhere else
in the input that an executive card may be read. If the CRT card
does not appear in the data deck, no graphic displays will be
generated.
The CRT card is actually an on-off device. Successive readings of
the CRT card either turn on the graphics, or turn them off and
place an end-of-file mark on the hard-copy file, depending upon
the previous status of the graphics routines. However, the usual
mode of graphics operation is to place a CRT card at the beginning
of the data deck, if graphics are desired.
BASIC CRT OPERATION
Several types of video displays are generated by the design and
analysis system, using the NASA-LRC software. These include:
• Menus
A list of display choices with corresponding
function keys
• Edit tables
A list of numbers with variable names
« Plots
Displays of x-y plots
Hhen a display is complete, one of two system messages will appear
at the top of the video screen. If the display is a menu, the
message AWAITING OPERATOR ACTION will appear. To continue
processing, the user must press a defined function key, selected
from the menu. The second system message is PLOT FRAKE COMPLETE.
When this message appears, the graphics software is programmed to
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allow (a) editing of the display variables, (b) resumption of
program execution, or (c) hard copy plot generation. If (b) is
selected, the user presses function key 3 (NEXT FRAME). Editing
and hard copy options are discussed on pages 190 and 191 .
Menus
Menus consist of a set of display choices, together with defined
function keys. Some menu lines display sets of function keys.
For instance, a menu line may say FN KEY 6 DISPLAYS WING
THICKNESS. Pressing key 6 will bring up a second menu, ' with the
message FN KEYS 1 THRU 20 IDENTIFY AIRFOIL NUMBER, which would
require 'the user to select one of the input airfoils. It should
be noted that the upper key number (20) is the maximum number of
airfoils allowed in the input. For a particular case, however,
the user may have input only 7 airfoils. If the user now presses
an undefined function key (8 thru 54) the message AWAITING
OPERATOR ACTION will appear and another function button must be
chosen.
Edit Tables
If the display contains an edit table, the user may now use the
console keyboard to type in a new value for any variable in the
table. The variable name used on the display is first typed,
followed by an equal sign and the new value, followed by the
console keys RETURN and E0M. (e.g., CONSTR(3) = -1.0 will change
the third va-lue of the array C0NSTR to -1.0). The new value will
be displayed at the top left of the video screen.
The LRC software allows the definition of only one edit format per
display in the using program. It can .happen that there are both
fixed and floating point numbers on the screen to be edited. If
this happens, the edit format can be changed by the typed-in
message FORMAT = XXX RETURN E0M (where XXX is the desired
format). This format remains in effect so long as the display is
up, i.e., until key 3 is pressed. In case of doubt, the display
will identify the current format if the message FORMAT = RETURN
E0M is typed.
Special Usage of Key 55
Function key 55 is used in twx> ways. If the statement "RESUMES
EXECUTION" appears on the menu line and key 55 is selected, the
current graphic program will be terminated and execution will
continue at the next executable statement encountered. If the
statement "DISPLAYS PROGRAM 0PTION MENU" appears on the menu line.
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and key 55 is selected, the current menu will be erased and the
previous menu redisplayed.
Hard-Copy Plots
Each time the system message "PLOT FRAME COMPLETE" appears on the
display screen, the user has the option of generating Varian hard-
copy plots of the current display, assuming the run terminates
normally and the job control cards specify the correct post-
processor. Selecting key 6 (BECORD PLOT) or key 8 (RECORD
PICTURE) followed by key 3 (NEXT FRAME) will save the display
information and continue processing.
GRAPHICS USAGE
The principal uses of the graphics routines in the design and
analysis system are to display the configuration, edit input
geometry, and to display and/or alter the basic program
calculations.
There is no provision in the system to alter the input data stream
on-line, so the intended usage of the graphics and the input data
card set up must be carefully coordinated. Limited capability to
redirect the system calculation seguence is available and these
options are displayed on the CRT screen when encountered.
Geometry
Configuration geometry may be displayed either from the PLOT
module, or, in simplified form, from the geometry module. The
PLOT display draws a picture of the configuration on the screen
(as instructed by the input view cards), but has no edit
capability. All editing of geometry must be performed in the
geometry module.
When the geometry module is entered from the executive to read or
change configuration geometry (executive cards GE0M, GE0M NEW,
FSUP or HGUP), the CRT program DISGE0M is used to display and/or
edit the configuration geometry. The first menu generated gives
the user the option of executing or bypassing the video displays:
FN KEY 1 DISPLAY AND EDITS GEOMETRY
FN KEY 55 RESUME EXECUTION
When key 1 is selected, the program option menu appears:
FN KEY 1 DISPLAYS CONFIGURATION PLANFORM
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FN KEY 2 DISPLAYS FUSELAGE AREA VS X
FN KEY 3 DISPLAYS WING CAMBER (Z vs X)
FN KEY 4 DISPLAYS WING CAHBEfi (2 vs Y)
FN KEY 5 DISPLAYS WING CAMBER (2/C vs Y)
FN KEY 6 DISPLAYS WING THICKNESS (Z/C vs X/C)
FN KEY 7 DISPLAYS FUSELAGE SECTIONS (NON-CIRCULAR)
FN KEY 8 EDITS CONFIGURATION CODES
FN KEY 9 EDITS PERCENT CHORD ARRAY
FN KEY 10 EDITS X,Y,2 AND CHORD (AIRFOILS 1-10)
FN KEY 11 EDITS X,Y,2 AND CHORD (AIRFJ2TILS 11-20)
FN KEY 12 EDIT/DISPLAY WING T. E. (T20RD)
FN KEY 13 EDIT/DISPLAY WING T.E. (T20RD * 2LE)
FN KEY 1U EDIT/DISPLAY WING THICKNESS (2/C vs X/C)
FN KEY 15 EDITS FUSELAGE X ARRAY
FN KEY 16 EDITS FUSELAGE 2 ARRAY
FN KEY 17 EDITS FUSELAGE AREA ARRAY
FN KEY 18 EDITS X,Y,2 AND D OF NACELLES
FN KEY 19 EDITS NACELLE X ARRAY
FN KEY 20 EDITS NACELLE 8 ARRAY
FN KEY 21 EDITS X,Y,B AND CHORD OF FIN AIRFOILS
FN KEY 22 EDITS X,Y,2 AND CHORD OF CANARD AIRFOILS
FN KEY 23 EDITS CAMBER 2 ARRAY
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
The table below describes the function of each key.
KEY FUNCTION
1 A plan view of the configuration geometry is
displayed.
2. A plot of fuselage area versus station is displayed.
3. Given an airfoil number 1 through 20 (1 being most
inboard) a side view plot of camber (camber value + 2 of
leading edge) versus station at the Y of the specified
airfoil is displayed.
4. Given a percent chord number 1 through 21 (1 at leading
edge), a rear view plot of camber (camber value + 2 of
leading edge) versus Y at the percent chord specified
is displayed.
5. Same as key 4 but camber value versus Y
6. Given an airfoil number 1 through 20 (1 being most
inboard), a side view plot of airfoil half thickness
(upper and lower) versus percent chord at the specified
airfoil, is displayed. The array of thicknesses (THK)
is displayed below the plot and may be edited by the
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user. THK (1) represents the half thickness at the
leading edge.
7. Given the fuselage segment number 1 through 4, and the
section number 1 through 30 within the segment, the Y
and 2 coordinates defining the fuselage half-section are
displayed. The horizontal X axis is positioned
vertically at the fuselage centerline 2 value (BFUS).
8. The basic geometry input parameters JO through XBARIN
are displayed on the screen and may be edited by the
user. The program defined format is 14. If it is
necessary to modify variables REFA, CBAR or XBARIN the
user must first change the format to floating point,
such as F8.4.
9. The percent chord array (XAF) is displayed on the screen
and may be edited by the user.
10/11 Four arrays, XLED, YLED, 2LED and CIED representing the
X, Y and 2 coordinates of the input airfoil locations'of
the wing leading edge and the airfoil chord lengths are
displayed on the screen and may be edited by the user.
Key 10 displays coordinates of first 10 airfoils and key
11 the last 10 airfoils.
12/13 Keys 12 and 13 provide a special capability to remove
"spikes" or irregularities in the wing camber surface,
A plot of camberline 2 values (from array W20HD) or 8 +
2LE versus Y along the wing trailing edge is displayed.
The corresponding table of 2 or 1 + ZI£ values is
displayed in a table under the plot, which may be
edited. When the NEXT FRAME key is depressed, the
following menu appears:
FN KEYS 1 THRU 21 DISPLAY PERCENT CHORD LINES
TRAILING EDGE MAY BE EDITED
FN KEY 33 TWISTS WING TO HATCH EDITED T.E.
FN KEY 34 RESTARTS WITH ORIGINAL CAMBER DEFINITION
FN KEY 44 SAVES NEW CAMBER DEFINITION
FN KEY 55 DISPLAYS PROGRAM 0PTION MENU
KEY FRICTION
1-21 A plot of 2 or 2 + 2^ versus Y at the percent
chord selected is displayed.
21 The 8 or 2 * 2LE array is displayed below the plot
and may be edited.
33 If the trailing edge has been edited, the remainder
of the camber surface definition is altered, by
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linear twist, to agree with the trailing edge
change. The trailing edge is redisplayed.
34 Restart option. If the change to the trailing edge
was made incorrectly, the original camber surface
may be recalled and the editing redone. (The
restart option is available until key 44 is
depressed)
44 The wing camber surface, B89ED, which was altered
in a scratch array until now, is permanently
changed to match the surface displayed under key
33.
55 Return to redisplay complete option menu.
14 Given an airfoil number 1 through 20, a side view plot
of airfoil thickness versus percent chord is displayed.
The thickness array of the specified airfoil is also
displayed below the plot and may be edited.
15 Given a fuselage segment number 1 through 4, the array
of fuselage X values foe the segment are displayed and
may be edited.
16 Given a fuselage segment number 1 through 4, the array
of fuselage 2 values for the segment are displayed and
may be edited.
17 Given a fuselage segment number 1 through 4, the array
(A) of fuselage area values for the segment are
displayed and may be edited.
18 Four arrays, X, Y, 2 and D, representing the coordinates
of the nacelle origins are displayed and may be edited.
19 Given a nacelle number 1 through 9, the array of nacelle
X coordinates are displayed and may be edited.
20 Given a nacelle number 1 through 9, the array (P.) of
nacelle radii values are displayed and may be edited.
21 Given a fin number 1 through 6, the variables XL, YL, H
L, Ct, XO, YD, 20 and CO, representing the X,Y,2 and
chord lengths of the lower and upper fin airfoils are
.displayed and may be edited.
22 Given a canard number 1 or 2, the variables XI, YI, 21,
CI, XO, YO, 20 -and CO, representing the X,Y,2 and chord
lengths of the inboard and outboard canard airfoils are
displayed and may be edited.
23 Given an airfoil number 1 through 20, the array (C) of
camber values for the airfoil are displayed and may be
edited..
Skin Friction Module/Near-Field Wave Drag Module
When the skin friction program executes, the force coefficient
summary from the program may be seen, or bypassed, according to
the menu below:
FN KEY 1 DISPLAYS SKIN FRICTION RESULTS
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FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
Similarily, function keys 1 and 55 display or bypass the summary
results from the near field program when it executes.
Far-Field Wave Drag Module
When the far-field wave drag program executes, the menu choice of
display or bypass first comes up. If display (FN key 1) is
selected, the display program (DIS080) will give the user the
option of generating displays as follows:
FN KEY 1 ERASES SCREEN
FN KEY 2 DISPLAYS GRID
FN KEY 3 DISPLAYS BODY AREA VS X
FN KEY 4 DISPLAYS 0PTIMUM BODY AREA VS X
FN KEY 5 DISPLAYS CONFIG AREA VS X
FN KEY 6 DISPLAYS RESTRAINED CONFIG AREA VS X
FN KEY 7 INTERRUPT PROGRAM TO ALLOW HARD COPY PLOT GENERATION
FN KEY 8 DISPLAYS FAR FIELD WAVE DRAG SUMMATION
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
The user's options at this point are different from the other
displays. Here the user constructs the plot to include as many
curves as desired, with or without a grid, and may or may not
generate a hard copy plot. To view the configuration area plot,
the user need only select key 5 (followed by key 1 to remove the
plot). If the user wants a hard copy plot of all curves with a
grid, he selects keys 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 followed by keys 6 or 8 and
3 (NEXT FRAME). He may then resume execution, display the drag
summation or build a new display after erasing the current display
with key 1.
If the user selects key ,8, the menu is erased and the wave drag
program drag summary i)s printed (illustrated by typical values) :
! - .
70 CHARACTER TITLE ARRAY FOR CURRENT CASE
CASE= 14 MACH= 2.700 NX= 50 NTHETA= 36
WING VOLUME CHECK
EXACT V0LUME = 11432.023




0PT. CDW* = .002481
DRAG OF TRANSFERRED AREA DISTRIBUTIONS
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0PTIMUM EQ. B0DY CDW* = .00089225
AVERAGE EQ. B0DY CDW* = .0010UU45
POTENTIAL CDW* CHANGE = -.00015220
At this point, the system message PLOT FRAME COMPLETE will appear.
TO get a hard copy plot of the display, press key 6 or 8.
To continue, the user selects key 3 which erases the screen and
re-displays the function key menu.
NOTE: There is one instance when the wave drag display
subroutine will not be called. That is when the
restraint points exceed allowable storage of 33, which
causes the optimization calculations to be omitted.
Wing Design Module
The graphics capability of the wing design program consists of:




E versus Cmo for camber surface constraint solutions,
if requested
• Editing of the design solution variables (c , c ) and
constraint or restart codes . rao L
• Continuation to next input case or return to executive
The design camber surface, which is automatically stored in common
block CAMBER, can be viewed in the geometry module, but not in the
wing design module.
The initial display to appear in the wing design module is the
bypass or display menu:
FN KEY 1 DISPLAYS BUCKET PLOT
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
When key 1 is selected, the optimum drag-due-to-lift versus Cmo
"bucket" plot is displayed. Additional symbols are also plotted,
giving the flat wing (+), uniform load (x), and three term (A)
solutions. (The uniform load and three term solutions will be
plotted only if those solutions have been calculated).
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Symbols (9) are then plotted, corresponding to solutions from the
constraint options 1,2,3, and U, if requested. And, finally, up
to 10 symbols (6) are plotted giving the option 4 solutions from
previous design cases (if the current case is one of a series of
wing design cases) .
After the bucket plot is generated, the NEXT FRAME key beings up
the set of current design inputs:
70 CHARACTER TITLE OF CURRENT CASE
C M O
CLD2IN
R E S T A R T











The user may edit any of the variables on the display. If editing
is performed, the wing design case may then be re-executed when
the NEXT FRAME key is again depressed, which generates the menu:
FN KEY 1 EXECUTES NEXT CASE
FN KEY 55 CALCULATES EDITED DESIGN POINT
If key 55 is selected, the program returns to the wing
optimization overlay, and recalculates the wing design for the
edited design inputs. If key 1 is selected, the program continues
to the next statement in the normal execution process.
When the wing design case is completed, and key 1 is selected, a
final option menu is displayed:
FN KEY 1 TERMINATES WING DESIGN PROGRAM EXECUTION
FN KEY 55 READS NEXT DATA CASE
The purpose of this choice is to permit the user to abort a series
of wing design input cases once the desired wing design has been
obtained.
Lift Analysis Module
Graphics options provided in the analysis module consist of:
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• Display and editing of wing twist array
• Editing of configuration angle of attack, and canard and
horizontal tail setting (if used)
• Editing of Hach number, and inputs SYMM, WHOP, and
ANYB0D
• Display of wing pressure coefficients and fuselage
upwash
• Display of force coefficient summary
The initial menu seen is:
FM KEY 1 DISPLAYS WING TWIST (DEG) VERSUS SPAN
FN KEY 2 EDITS WING TWIST ABRAY
FN KEY 3 EDITS CANARD ANGLES OF ATTACK
FN KEY U EDITS SYMM, WHUP and ANYB0D
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
The user selects the function key associated with the task
desired, noting the following conditions:
1. If function key 1 is selected and no twist array was
input, no plot will be generated, and the user will be
required to select another function Key.
2. If function key 2 is selected, the variable TWISTN (the
current number of twist angles in the array ATWIST) and
the ATWIST array are displayed. If entries are added or
deleted in ATWIST, a corresponding change must be made
in TWISTN.
3. If function key 3 is selected, the variable ALPN (the
current number of canard angles of attack in array TCA)
and the TCA array are displayed. If entries are added
or deleted in TCA, a corresponding change must be made
to ALPN.
When key 55 is selected, the analysis module continues execution,
halting with the menu,
FN KEY 1 DISPLAYS UPWASH VERSUS PERCENT CHORD
FN KEY 2 DISPLAYS UPWASH VERSUS PERCENT SEMI-SPAN
FN KEY 3 DISPLAYS WING PRESSURE VERSUS PERCENT CHORD
FN KEY 4 DISPLAYS WING PRESSURE VERSUS PERCENT SEMI-SPAN
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
which provides the display options indicated.
Selection of keys
secondary menus:
1 through 4 brings up one of the following
FN K E Y S 1
FN KEY 55
T H R U 21 IDENTIFY S E M I - S P A N P E R C E N T








THRO 11 IDENTIFY PERCENT CH0RD
DISPLAYS PROGRAM OPTION MENU
THRO 41 IDENTIFY SEMI-SPAN PERCENT
DISPLAYS PROGRAM OPTION MEND
THRU 20 IDENTIFY PERCENT CHORD
DISPLAYS PROGRAM OPTION MENU
If no fuselage was input, function keys 1 or 2 will produce no
response. Key 55 returns to the primary menu.
Upon resumption of the analysis calculations, program FINISH is
entered which halts with the menu:
FN KEY 1 DISPLAY DRAG DUE TO LIFT PROGRAM RESULTS AND
EDIT NEXT HORIZONTAL TAIL ANGLE
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
If key 1 is selected, the drag summary table is printed





70 CHARACTER TITLE FOR CURRENT CASE
MACH NUMBER = 2.70
CONFIGURATION ALPHA = 0.00
CANARD ALPHA = 0.00


























In the table, the (off) and (on)
and horizontal tail alphas are






It is possible to trim the configuration by the proper selection
of horizontal tail angle. If there will be another horizontal
tail angle, its value is indicated as shown. The value may be
edited by typing THALP = XXX RETURN E0M. Key 3 (NEXT FRAME) will
then resume execution.
A broader editing capability for altering the calculation sequence
is enabled by the next menus to appear. The primary menu sets up
the choice:
FN KEY 1 ALLOWS USER TO VIEW AND EDIT MACH NUMBER,
CONFIGURATION ALPHA AND CANARD ALPHA, FOR
CURRENT 'AND NEXT EXECUTION CYCLE
FN KEY 55 RESUMES EXECUTION
Selection of key 1 displays the current Hach number, configuration
alpha and canard alpha. In addition, it displays the next
parameter in th'e cycle to change, which may be edited by the user
(typical values are shown):
CURRENT MACH NUMBER = 2.14
CURRENT CONFIGURATION ALPHA = 1.70
CURRENT CANARD ALPHA = .50
NEXT CANARD ALPHA (CAN) = .95
- or -
NEXT CONFIGURATION ALPHA (C0N) = 1.87
- or -
NEXT MACH NUMBER (XMCH) = 2.30
The program execution sequence is canard alpha loop, configuration
alpha loop and Mach number loop, in that order. When the
individual loops are complete, the words CURRENT and NEXT are
replaced with LAST.
The user has the option of editing the variables CAN, C0N and XMCH
when they appear on the screen.
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